
High Resistance Thermoplastic Polymer 
for Prosthetic Under Structure
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Biopolycarb Biopolyglass Peek Peek 40% glass fiber Ceramic Peek 

BioPolyCarb

 research laboratories born Biopolycarb a new thermoplastic From Micro Medica
polymer, designed for the manufacture of prosthetic under structures with high 
performance.

The combination of the purest 
raw materials with micro particles 
of Carbon fiber make this product 
unique, a perfect mix that guarantees
mechanical performance of absolute
importance.

 With an elastic
modulus of approximately 33,000 MPa 
it is the top of the injection materials
for prothesis on the market.

A contraction extremely contained 
less than 1%, it allows the construction 
of extended structures immediately 
passive and extremely resistant.

                                                                                                               

 

 can be realized structures of any kind, With Biopolycarb
the however is particularly indicated for the prosthesis
on implants Toronto but also for crown and bridge.
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Nylon Biopolyglass Biopolycarb Peek

Is very important for this type of material 
to not absorbe water, Biopolycarb have a water
absorption less than 0,2%.

A process of injection of this material is very 
easy, its necessary to have only a thermo 
press that reaches 340° C and a pression 
of minimum 6 atm.

 to use for the injection in We recommend
the flask of Biopolycarb the new Thermosil 
Silicone, with this innovative silicone resistant
at the high temperature is possible to obtain
extremely  precise and very clean fusion .

With Thermosil you can do several fusion with 
the same mold.

The mechanical resistance
test demonstrate the great resistance of Biopolycarb, 
a 4mm thick bar is able to withstand force higher 
to 1800 newton, maintaining an excellent rigidity.

The works realized with Biopolycarb are very light
and able to absorb and dissipate the masticatory force.

Two complete Toronto weight 
only 5,2 grams with all the abutment 
in titanium.

Is possible use on Biopolycarb all types of AcrIlic or Composite Resins, the adesion 
with this materials it’s perfect.
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